In this paper, we describe and illustrate a tool for analyzing and visualizing sequence and distance data, called the splits-graph. The construction of this graph is based upon the split-decomposition technique which is a procedure to decompose a given metric de ned on a nite set in a canonical way i n to a sum of simpler metrics. In a way, this technique is comparable to Fourier analysis which also decomposes a given object under consideration that is a periodic signal into a sum of simpler such objects, in a canonical way. The splits-graph and the theory behind it have been developed mainly in Bielefeld over the last 5 years. The procedure for producing splits-graphs has been implemented in the SplitsTree program which w e also describe and which i s a v ailable from the authors.
Introduction
One of the main problems in phylogenetic analysis is to nd a good method for analyzing and visualizing a p h ylogenetic distance data set, in order to better understand the phylogenetic relationships that exist between the taxa Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and in part by the European Union's Algebraic Combinatorics" project.
y Supported by a s c holarship from the European Union's Algebraic Combinatorics" project.
within this set. The aim of this paper is to describe one such method which produces what we h a v e come to call the splits-graph, a data analysis technique that has been developed over the last 5 years in Bielefeld and which i s based on the split-decomposition method, a method for decomposing metrics canonically into a sum of simpler metrics, developed jointly with H.-J. Bandelt in 7 .
The mathematical eld devoted to structuring and or visualizing data sets according to pregiven or readily deduced similarity relationships is often called cluster theory. More precisely, cluster theory aims at structuring a set X by specifying a system CX of subsets of X, called clusters, subject to the following conditions see 5 :
The clusters should collect similar objects, that is objects in a given
cluster C 2 C X should somehow be more similar to each other than to objects outside C.
The clustering procedure should be reasonably stable, that is, addition, elimination, and or small changes of a few aspects e.g. positions of sequences or even small changes of X should not result in a drastically di erent system of clusters.
The set of clusters CX should be informative, that is it should be reasonably small e.g. it should grow at most polynomially if not linearly with the size of X and, simultaneously, it should be reasonably large e.g. not equal to just f;; X g and, if possible, it should in addition contain reasonably sized subsets not only very small or very large subsets.
C X should be computable: without a reasonably fast algorithm to compute the clusters of CX, even the best theory could not be used in practice. Finally, sometimes for example in evolutionary biology the clusters should be non-overlapping and thus form a hierarchy, that is, for all C;C 0 2 C X , with C C 0 6 = ;, the intersection C C 0 should equal either C or C 0 .
This could be achieved easily if it were not for the notorious intransitivity of similarity, the crux of cluster theory. Many attempts have been made and many clever schemes have been designed to overcome this problem. While some of the most popular classi cation procedures aim directly at constructing hierarchical classi cation schemes or tree-like structures which approximate as accurately as possible a given scheme of diversity usually a metric space others are less restrictive and allow the detection of parallel and convergent e v olutionary events, as well as hybridization e ects due to gene exchange in addition to phylogenetic kinship relations, leading to trees only if the data set unambiguously supports a unique tree. These less restrictive methods include the spectral analysis of phylogenetic data sets, introduced by M. Hendy and D. Penny 16 , the analysis of weak hierarchies associated with distance data sets 5, 8 , and the split decomposition method which w e describe in this paper.
In general, it is impossible to reconstruct unambiguously the true phylogenetic tree structure for any given phylogenetic data set, independently of whether one uses morphological, fossil, or molecular records. A case in point, for example, is the ongoing debate concerning the mutual phylogenetic relationship between sponges, fungi, plants, and animals.
For most reconstruction methods used in phylogentic analysis, these facts are re ected in the highly unstable solutions of the tree construction problem which m a y easily switch to another one upon deletion of a few characters or positions when DNA or amino-acid sequences are analysed or upon adding other taxa; in the worst case, these solutions may e v en strongly depend upon the consecutive labelling of the taxa under consideration. Hence, people have to check their results by all sorts of bootstrap methods and to trust only those phylogenetic groupings for which a high concensus is reached. Thus, it is desirable to have a method at hand which does not even try to construct a tree-like branching pattern whenever such a pattern is not clearly supported by the data set.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss one such technique the above mentioned split decomposition method that has been fully implemented i n the SplitsTree program 17, 26 and has proved useful in many di erent contexts. We explain some of the theory behind split decomposition in the next section and describe brie y our implementation in Section 3. Finally, w e illustrate the split-decomposition method with an assortment of examples in Section 4.
Before we proceed, we give a brief example to illustrate split decomposition. Consider the splits-graph depicted in Fig. 1 . This graph is a visualisa-tion of the phylogentic distance data set obtained by analyzing mitochondrial DNA from the taxa whale, mouse, seal, rat, man, opossum, and cow see 19 and 26 for more details. It is built up of parallelograms sometimes also, more generally, from zonotopes, that is, center-symmetric polygons and individual edges. Consequently, the geometric structure of the graph gives rise to bands of parallel edges, where by a band we mean a minimal set of edges which, with any edge e, also contains every edge e 0 that is opposite to e in some parallelogram or zonotope containing e.
We i n terpret this graph as follows. The sum of the lengths of all the edges along a shortest path from one taxon to another is proportional to a canonically de ned approximation of the actual distance between those two taxa in the data set. Recall that in a tree, any edge partitions the tree into two connected components and, consequently, it partitions the set of taxa into two non-empty, disjoint subsets, thus forming what is called a split. I n our more general setting, such a split cannot always be represented by just a single edge, but will give rise to a band of parallel, equally long edges as described above, whenever the given data is not tree-like". The length of any one of these parallel edges is called the isolation index of the split. In essence, this index tells us how far apart the two subsets are. Thus, in this example, we see that mouse and rat form one cluster which is separate from the other taxa. We also see that the graph gives us a hierarchical way t o cluster the data set. For example, even though the taxa not equal to either rat or mouse belong in a seperate cluster, we can subdivide this into three subclusters, namely: whale, cow, and seal; man; and opossum.
In fact, this example also illustrates that split decomposition usually behaves very well with respect to most of the above requirements for a good clustering technique. As we h a v e seen, the number of clusters as well as their sizes appear to be reasonable, and the clusters form a hierarchical structure. Moreover, they are clearly informative in the sense described above. Split decomposition is generally quite stable for this example see 26 , and the computation is fast for reasons that we describe below. Another important feature is the splittability index which is a goodness of t estimate" for the splits-graph, and which gives us a measure of how accurate the representation of the data set is. In this example, the t is particularly good, being 96.3. Given a nite set X, a split of X is a bipartition of X into two non-empty subsets A; B. The main idea behind split decomposition is to construct, for a p h ylogenetic data set X, global phylogenetic splits X = A : B which hopefully separate one monophyletic group A from all other organisms in question, using given local information in a rather relaxed way only. T o understand this statement more fully, consider the three possible non-degenerate, additive tree topologies de nable on the set fa; b; c; dg depicted in Fig. 2 .
First, note that one way to construct a tree structure on a data set X is to specify, for each quadruple fa; b; c; dg of X as above, the most probable of the three non-degenerate tree topologies for this quartett. Then, using this information, a set of global splits is constructed, consisting precisely of those partitions of the total set X into two disjoint subsets A and B which never place two organisms a; a 0 into A and two other ones b; b 0 into B unless, in the list of local data, the tree topology considered for the quartett fa; a 0 ; b ; b 0 gis the one which separates a; a 0 from b; b 0 .
In contrast, split decomposition works on the following principle. Instead of proceeding as above, we just exclude, for any four organisms, the most improbable of the three tree topologies. We then accept as candidates for potentially relevant e v olutionary splits all those global splits which never realise, for any given quartett, the excluded most improbable grouping. In this situation, the resulting system of splits may not t into a tree since we m a y encounter pairs of incompatible splits, i.e. pairs of splits A; B and A 0 ; B 0 with U V 6 = ; for all U 2 f A; Bg and V 2 f A 0 ; B 0 gsee 4 for a more detailed discussion of this concept. However, as we h a v e indicated in Section 1, the resulting system can be represented by an associated, canonically de ned network, which w e call the splits-graph. In addition, and even more importantly, the fact that for any quartett fa; b; c; dg no three splits can simultaneously realize all three tree topologies implies that there cannot be more than n 2 global splits if the total set X has cardinality n see 7, p62 .
At rst glance, one might expect this procedure to be even worse than the standard tree reconstruction methods: while the artefacts resulting from the construction principles in standard methods usually consist of single unreliable or completely missing edges in the suggested tree, here we m a y h a v e a whole network of such edges. Such pronounced nettedness can, however, be taken as evidence that none of the involved edges have strong phylogenetic support in the data set see Example 3 in Section 4 and so, it can contain highly valuable phylogenetic information.
We n o w brie y summarize one possible method by which a split system and a corresponding splits-graph can be constructed. Assume that we are . I n tuitively, this re ects the fact that, when each quartett in the data set satis es the so-called four-point condition, the split-prime residue vanishes, and as is shown in 7 the split decomposition is exactly the same as the decomposition one would get by summing the set of weighted split metrics associated to the splits obtained from deleting single edges in the unique tree tting the data set see 4 and the references quoted there for a discussion of the relationship between trees and metrics satisfying the four-point condition. Hence, in practice, the splits-graph also tends to exhibit tree-like features for tree-like data sets see Example 1, Section 4.
In general, to measure the e ectiveness of the split decomposition procedure, the splittability index, was introduced, which can be viewed as an indication of the amount of the original distance information that is still present in the weighted system of splits.
The d-splits can be found simply and e ciently since, as mentioned above, the number of all d-splits is bounded by n 2 . The procedure is recursive, and we describe it here. Suppose that, as above, X := f1; : : : ; n gand that the d-splits restricted to the subset f1; : : : ; i ,1 gare already determined; then, for each d-split A; B of this subset, check whether A f i g ,B or A,B f i g is a d-split on the set f1; : : : ; i g . Also, check whether or not f1; : : : ; i ,1 g ; f i g is a d-split. Clearly, this procedure ends when we h a v e included all n taxa. As stated in 7 , the total number of steps is bounded by a polynomial in n of degree 6, with a small leading coe cient. In addition, as experience has shown, the average computation time is considerably lower.
We n o w indicate how to produce the splits-graph from a given family S of, say, N splits, e.g. the d-splits for a metric d. The rst step is to produce a graph from the splits in S that is a subgraph of an N-dimensional hypercube.
To illustrate this process, we discuss an example. Suppose we h a v e a taxa set fa ; b ; : : : ; g g , with the following set of splits: S 1 := fa; b; f; gg; fc; d; eg, S 2 := fa; f; gg; fb; c; d; eg, S 3 := fa; b; c; dg; fe; f; gg, and S 4 := fa; b; c; gg; fd; e; fg. We start with a vertex labelled fa ; b ; : : : ; g g , as depicted in Fig. 3a . Then, choosing the rst split S 1 , w e pull apart" this node to produce a two v ertex graph as pictured in Fig. 3b , whose vertices are labelled by the two sets in S 1 . N o w pull apart" this two v ertex graph according to the way in which S 2 divides the parts of the split S 1 , to get Fig. 3c and then again, using S 3 , to get Fig. 3d . Finally, pull apart" the graph in Fig. 3d , using the split S 4 to get the graph in Fig. 3e .
In general, if a graph , = V;E together with a labelling ' : X ! V representing some given splits S 1 ; : : : ; S k , 1 of X has already been constructed, and if S = fA; Bg is an additional split of X to be represented along with S 1 ; : : : ; S k , 1 , then consider the two induced subgraphs , A and , B of , which are de ned as follows. The graph , A has vertex set V A , which consists of all those vertices v 2 V such that there exist a; a 0 2 A and a shortest path in , Once we h a v e obtained this graph for a system of weighted splits, for each split we expand or contract all the edges in the band of parallel edges that represents the split by the same amount so that their lengths become proportional to the given weight e.g. the isolation index, if we are dealing with d-splits to obtain a weighted graph. For example, if the splits S 1 ; S 2 ; S 3 ; S 4 had weights 5, 3, 1, and 2 respectively, then we w ould produce the graph in Fig. 4 .
In the case of d-splits, this graph represents the d 1 summand of the split decomposition d = d 0 + d 1 since, by removing any set of parallel edges, we obtain one of the original d-splits and, by looking at the length of the removed parallel edges, we obtain the isolation index for that particular split.
If this graph is planar, then it is exactly the splits-graph. Unfortunately, this procedure will rarely produce a planar result; hence we need other techniques to nd a better, and if possible a planar representation of the data set. We illustrate one method used for producing a more transparent splitsgraph as follows. Consider the weighted graph obtained in Fig. 4 . Clearly, some of its edges are redundant in representing the data set, since their removal does not a ect the distance between the labelled vertices in the graph, and it also preserves the splits de ned by the collections of parallel edges. The graph depicted in Fig. 5 is obtained by the removal of such redundant edges. It contains the same information as the original weighted graph, whilst having the advantage of being planar. In general, by carefully removing all such edges in the original weighted graph and by c hanging the slopes of the families of parallel edges representing the various splits, it is often possible to get an almost planar splits-graph see 26 . It should be noted, however, that even though the planar representation obtained in this way contains all of the original data, it is not unique. For example, the graph depicted in Fig. 6 is a di erent representaion of the same four given splits.
Finally, w e note that when our splits form a cyclic system of d-splits, i.e. a system of splits that can be represented by splits obtained by dividing a set of points which are spaced equally on a circle in the plane by i n tersecting this circle with appropriately chosen straight lines, then it is always possible to construct a planar splits-graph see 26 . In addition, there are particularly e cient w a ys to detect cyclic split systems and, once one is found, to produce a planar splits-graph for this system, all of which h a v e been implemented i n SplitsTree .
The Program SplitsTree
The program SplitsTree see 17 for availability is a C++ implementation of the split decomposition method, that runs on any unix or macintosh computer. The application is based on algorithms and code developed jointly with H.J. Bandelt and R. Wetzel 26 . In general terms, the program takes as input any n umber of taxa in terms of aligned sequences or pairwise distances and produces as output a graph, the splits-graph, which indicates how the di erent taxa are related to each other. In particular, the graph gives an immediate indication of which possible phylogenies are supported by the data set, and to what degree. A nice feature of this program is that the more tree-like" the input data set is, the more tree-like the graph becomes see Section 2. Deviations from this ideal lead either to more numerous and more boxlike polygons in the splits graph, or -in the worst case -just to something like a bush.
SplitsTree allows you to open a le containing either a number of aligned sequences, a distance matrix describing the distances between some given taxa, or a system of splits. The application is based on the NEXUS le format 22 . Upon opening a le of sequences, the application rst computes the corresponding distance matrix, using one of the following transformations speci ed by the user: Hamming distances, Kimura 3ST, Jukes-Cantor, or the LogDet transformation, recently introduced by Mike Steel 23 . Moreover, you can specify which of the sequences in the input le should be used, the range of sites or positions", and whether to consider gap sites, non-parsimony sites, or constant sites in the computation in connection with LogDet, it may for instance make sense to ignore a certain percentage of constant sites.
Once a distance matrix d for a set of taxa X has been computed, or is given as input, SplitsTree rst computes the split decomposition of d and then computes and draws the corresponding splits-graph G = V;E. A subset of the vertex set V is labelled by the elements of X. Additionally, V contains unlabelled interior vertices. Each split A; B is represented by a set of parallel edges S E, that seperate two connected components in G, one containing all vertices representing the objects in A and the other containing all vertices representing those in B. The length of each edge in S is proportional to the isolation index A;B and thus indicates how signi cant the split is. Alternately, the program can draw the graph with all edges having equal length, emphasizing the combinatorial structure of the graph.
The program o ers basic editing facilities such as zooming, rotating, ipping, and reshaping of the graph. Moreover, the computed graph can be copied and pasted into a drawing or writing program. Given a set of sequence, SplitsTree can be asked to label the vertices of the graph by the characters of the sequences at any c hosen site. This is useful for determining which sites support the indicated splits.
Additionally, the program contains two other methods for computing splits from a set of given sequences, namely spectral analysis 16, 24 followed by a greedy selection of a weakly compatible system of splits, and the calculation of p-splits 9 . Bootstrapping can also be performed on all calculations.
Examples of Applications of SplitsTree
Split decomposition has been applied successfully to numerous data sets mostly from biology and pyschology. F or example, it has been applied to the evolution of the foot and mouth disease virus 10 , genetic relationships in human populations 2 , and distinguishing sh populations 3 . Here, we give three brief examples, two from biology, and one from psychology, in order to illustrate the application of SplitsTree . F or further and more detailed examples, see also 2, 3, 6, 9, 25, 26, 21 .
The rst example, depicted in Fig. 7 , is the splits-graph obtained from the 23S ribosomal RNA sequences of 6 archaebacteria, 6 eubacteria including 2 chlorplasts, and 4 eukaryotes, studied by H. Le ers et. al. 20 . Biological data sets typically gives rise to slightly more splits than can be tted into a tree. This example illustrates that a large portion of these t together on a tree. In addition, the split-prime residue is rather small the splittability index in this case is 87:9. In contrast, randomly generated distance data sets tend to have a rather large residue in practice, the splittability index of randomly generated sequence families consisting of 10 or more sequences is considerably smaller than 50 and to produce mostly trivial splits which separate one taxon from all of the others, and almost none which separate more than two taxa from the rest thus producing an almost bush-like structure.
The second example is an application to a data set arising from the AIDSvirus for more details see 14 . The splits-graph in Fig. 8 clearly shows the evolutionary history of the AIDS-virus. While it seemingly co-evolved with the immune system of apes and monkeys, adapting to the evolutionary pressures that it experienced there, the diagram suggests that there must have been two independent e v ents by which h umans were infected with these viruses, giving rise to the HIV-1 and HIV-2 family. This example is particularly interesting since it shows how the splits-graph can be used to identify explosive" evolutionary events. Also, it should be noted that in this example that the data set is again quite tree-like, which is re ected in the nature of the splits-graph.
The nal example comes from a data set obtained in cognitive p yschology 15 , see also 26 . In Helm's experiment, 10 people with normal eyesight and 4 color-blind people were each asked to rank the similarity of 10 colors. The experiment w ent as follows: For any three colors, the test subject was rst asked to decide which t w o w ere least similar. She then had to estimate the distance of the third color to the other two, using colored counters on a board. From this set of data 120 triplets per test subject, Helm computed a distance measure on the set of 10 colors. Fig. 9 shows the splits graph corresponding to the distance measure obtained from the 10 persons with normal eyesight, whereas the distance measure produced by one of the 4 color-blind persons is depicted in Fig. 10 .
Note that the splittability index in Fig. 9 is 97, hence the graph very closely represents the given distance measure. We see that the split that has the largest isolation index separates the two w armest" colors yellow and red from the others. Moreover, the colors purple, purple-reddish and red-purple all lie close to each other, as do green, green-yellow greenish and greenyellow yellowish. Moreover, the graph clearly approximates the well-known color-circle and the distances between pairs of diametrically opposite colors are very similar to each other.
In contrast, we nd that the splittability index is only 60:6 in Fig. 10 . This low v alue indicates that the data set is either quite noisy or, more probably, that the distance measure does not t too well into the framework de ned by split decomposition theory. Indeed, Helm stated that these distances can only be visualized in a higher dimensional space.
Finally, this example illustrates the fact that the splits-graph can be an e ective data analysis tool even when the graph is rather grid-like i.e. has no de nite tree-like structure. 
